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Drag chain conveyor design guide

Chain transporters, whether known as Drags, Scraper, Paddle or En-Masse, all start with a continuous chain and fixed flights that fly within a closed trough. While each individual type functions somewhat differently, their goal is to accelerate and shift a bulk goods from inlet to discharge at a specific rate. The word Drag covers all styles; scraper, paddle or en-masse because each type of transport brings the
chain and product forward to the discharge. The difference relates to how this is achieved. DOWNLOAD PDF The scraper/paddle style chain conveyor belts work on the physical push/pull principles of moving a product to the height of a long full flight. Although effective, it eliminates the available cross section within the closed trough to about 50% of the physical area of the conveyor belt. The capacity
capabilities of each type of towing chain conveyor belt are determined by their flight design, cross-sectional area available, chain speed, raw material characteristics and the flow direction from point A to point B. (Horizontal, Sloping or Vertical.) Full high flights also produce excessive chain weight that requires more horsepower to move only the chain, and increased trough wear, rather than focusing on the
amount of product moving. The efficiency of En-Masse Drag Chain Transporting En-Masse Drag transport works by pulling a single strand of endless chain centered in a closed enclosure with flights attached to both sides of the chain (skeleton look) through a rectangular section of bulk solid material. The bulk solid is transferred by the movement instilled on the lower surface of the trough by the chain and
the shear friction between the particles of the bulk solid material transported. FIGURE 1 DRAG CHAIN CONVEYOR PERT TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS A few of the basic principles of En-Masse transportation are: A square cross-section housing is the most efficient. If the bulk solid becomes too deep the friction between the side walls of the housing and the bulk solid will reduce the speed of the upper
layers of the material relative to the actual chain speed. When the speed of the upper layers of the bulk solid decreases, slip occurs. Derailment results in premature wear and loss of volumetric efficiency (Reduced capacity). Fixed composition The BT or Flat Bar flight is mainly used for horizontal conveyor belts and sloping conveyor belts up to 15°, depending on the bulk solids being transported. The U-
Flight, O-Flight, and OO-Flight as referred to in Figure 2 are usually used for highly liquid bulk solids and larger ramps. These flights can also be equipped with filling plates for highly liquid bulk solids and also to help facilitate better cleaning from the conveyor belt housing. With an En-Masse drag conveyor belt, the chain is normally placed between the end gear sets, so that the lower strand runs into the
trough and serves as a supporting element. However, it is possible to have two separate troughs or a split trough with a one to divide the conveyor belt into upper and lower sections, so that material can be actively transferred in the opposite direction by both bundles of the chain (top &amp; bottom). This makes the En-Masse tow belt a very versatile transport method. En-Masse drag carriers are usually low
speed, high torque units that equal a longer life span and lower cost of operation. The lower cost of operation is the result of the conveyor belt being a fairly simple design, which is less maintenance compared to other transport types and routine maintenance is fairly simple and straightforward. The lower chain speeds reduce friction wear problems and chain wear, require lower horsepower requirements for
the conveyor belt and minimize total energy consumption. One of the great advantages of an En-Masse drag conveyor belt is the high efficiency ratio of effective use of the space used (space used for transferring) compared to the actual physical size of the conveyor belt. In this respect, the en-Masse tow belt can use as much as 90% of the physical size of the conveyor belt for transport. A standard tow
transporter can only use up to 50% of the physical size of the conveyor belt for transport. For example, the physical size of a paddle towing conveyor belt will be 50% larger than an En-Masse conveyor belt to carry the same volume of material. Figure 3 illustrates the effective use of the space of an En-Masse conveyor belt compared to other common transport types. The En-Masse drag belt is not limited to
transferring En-Masse, there are many applications where the bulk solids capacity required or the conveyor belt configuration is not practical, but in many of these cases, the single-chain strand with skeleton flights is a very good and reliable solution for transferring needs. In other words, En-Masse drag transfer is a type of operating principle of a Drag Conveyor. Evaluation of the Paddle Drag Transportor
Operation The standard Paddle drag conveyor belt is usually designed with two endless strands of chain with flight paddles connected in a certain way between and perpendicular to the two endless chain strands at a common distance. These conveyor belts work by dragging or scraping a bulk solid through a trough using the flight paddle to provide movement. Unlike the En-Masse style drag the quantity
or volume of bulk fixed moved by the paddle drag conveyor belt depends on the cross section area of the flight paddle itself and the chain speed. Usually the chain speed is slow and the capacities are generally small. Because paddle drag conveyor belts have two strands of endless chain the horsepower consumption increases significantly due to the chain weight and friction created between the cross
flights and the housing bottom plate. Another possible concern related to the double chain strands is the total length of the conveyor belt; however, the benefit of a higher chain pull due to the double strands is somewhat offset. This is because there is twice the chain weight to a single bundle of chain. A majority of horsepower consumption used in a Paddle drag conveyor belt is due to chain and paddles.
Chain tension is also an important factor regarding the length of a Paddle drag conveyor belt. Chain tension a double strand of the chain versus a single strand of chain can be problematic because it can be very difficult to obtain equal length between sprocket centers in both strands and have equal tension in both strands because it is almost impossible to rate an equal wear in both strands. As the duration
increases, this stretch differential becomes acerbated. If a Dual strand conveyor belt is jammed with a foreign object or has another disturbed condition it tends for flight paddle to be bent near the center, this causes the two chain strands center distance to be reduced and therefore lead to tracking problems on the sprockets. Typically a curved flight will not travel well through the conveyor belt housing,
particularly at the terminal sprockets. If the distance to the adjustment of the chain span is fully used, a chain link(s) must be removed to allow another voltage adjustment. In a dual-strand chain system, both strands must have the exact same amount of links removed. The versatility and power of Drag Chain Conveyor Belt Design The typical necklace used in drag conveyor belts comes in many styles,
sizes, shapes and construction. The majority of the chain used is made of stamped steel parts, cast or forged. Stamped steel chain is usually used for lighter applications such as agriculture. Molded and forged chain are usually used for medium to heavy applications. Industry standard for medium to heavy-duty is a drop forged link style chain made of CrMn steel alloy. The material, in combination with the
microstructure formula, ensures an extremely high tensile strength and hardness on the housing. The external hardness, combined with a more malleable core, produces a longer life of the chain, wear resistance, durability and economic value. The right drag chain operation The correct functional operation of a tow truck carrier must be determined by material factors and the movement requirements of a
particular application. En-Masse tow transporters are designed to carry a maximum volume of material within the available housing structure. These conveyor belts are most effective in horizontal and low slope applications where the rise is less than the angle of rest of the material. Materials with granulated particles that tend to cling to each other or have a higher coefficient of friction between the particles
accept higher slopes. Extremely free-flowing or more can be limited to a slope from 6° to 15°. For elevating material at corners higher than their corner of rest, U, O, or OO flights can be used to help reduce material slip. Also, filling plates installed on the flights at a certain distance can be used to capture material flowing back. Conveyor belts can be selected horizontal, straight slope, or with one or two bend
sections. Drag Chain offers optimized material handling The operational nature of drag chain conveyor belts provides use in a wide range of material handling applications. Understanding the differences in operating conditions between En-Masse and Drag Chain helps with the right size and selection of conveyor belt options to achieve the required capabilities within infrastructure and elevation parameters.
The efficient use of space in the en-Masse drag chain conveyor belt makes it the most cost effective option based on physical size and energy requirements. When choosing a Drag Chain Conveyor Belt know material and application details will help a conveyor belt manufacturer size and select the equipment options that are most suitable for the individual application. FIGURE 6 CDM SYSTEMS
CONVEYOR BELT CHAIN
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